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Introduction

In evaluating the Environmental Management (EM) risk assessmentlbudgetprioritization
process,it wasobservedthattypicalDOEpollutionpreventionprojectscouldnotalways
be properlyrankedbecausetheactivitiestheprocessis designedto captureare largerin
sizeandscopethanmostpollutionpreventionactivities.Becauseof theirnature,many
pollutionpreventionprojectsdo notfallintothewale of activitiesevaluatedunderthe
presentsystem.We concludethatinherentinconsistenciesinthecurrentsystem
unintentionallyeliminatesmaller,valuableactivities,whichwhenappropriatelyranked
wouldoftenbe competitivewithotheractivities.

This study reviews the structure of two main risk prioritizatiordbudget allocation methods
developed by the DOE Risk-Based Priority Mode (RPM) and Management Evaluation
Matrix (MEM). It identifies potential augmentations to the process that will address both
risk reduction and cost-effective investment of finite resources for future EM activities.

The evaluation was performed in accordance with the EM Ten-Year Vision and
Principles for site cleanup. The evaluation and recommendations in this report strive to
reflect four key principles, namely to:

1. Eliminatethemosturgentrisks.

2. Reducemortgageandsupportcosts to makefundsavailableforfurtherriskreduction.

3. Protect worker health and safety.

4. Reducethegenerationof wastes.

The recommendations and proposed actions are ndevantto bothgeneralcore EM
activitiesandthoseconsidereddiscretionary,suchas pollutionprevention.

As partof the study, we evaluatedfive EM-funded pollution prevention case studies to
determine their rektive risk-reduction potential with respect to the conventional operation
or process. The case studies were evaluated using a modified RPM approach to
&monstrate how such projects score in each of the RPMriskcategories.

Section 1 reviews the MEM and RPM methodologies andproposes several minor, but
important, mtilcations that meet the major objectives of the EM ten-year plan.
Section2 evaluatesfivepollutionpreventionprojectsintermsof a riskhzard analysis
thatservesas anexampleof howriskparameterscanbe assessedintheabsenceof time
andresourcesrequiredto performa moretraditionalriskassessment.Suchan annotated
assessmentallowsmanyprojectsandpossiblescenariosto becomparedintermsof net
riskreduction.It alsoallowstheassessmentteamanopportunityto nanowthe scopeof
activities,andperhapsto performmorein-depthstudieson a fewactivities.Section3
offersrecommendationsfordeployingandimprovingtheeffectivenessof theserisk
assessmenttoolsinthefield.
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Section 1.
MEM And RPM &OI’i~ f@ems

For Pollution Prevention Activities and Proposed Frees

‘l’heManagement Evaluation Matrix (MEM), Wsk ~~ sh~ts (R.DSS),~d Risk-B~d
Priority Model (RPM) are tools &veloped by the OffIce of Environmental Management
and by the Office of Environmental Safety and Health to evaluate the risk reduction
afforded by their activities. A concern has been raised that some activities, such as
pollution prevention, are not appropriately evaluated with these tools.

This report examines the evaluation processes based on the MEM and RPM to determine
whether their structure could lead to situations in which pollution prevention activities
would, in fact not be given the appropriate priority. Because the RDS is primarily used
as a form for reporting and documenting information used by the MEM and RPM, it is
not considered to be a separate process in this discussion.

In this examination, some structural features of the processes were identifkd that would
lead to inappropriate rankings of some types of activities. The Peer Review Committee of
the Consortium for Risk Evaluation with Stakeholder Participation (CRESP) identified
the same f=tures in their report (CRESP %) as possible shortcomings in the MEM
process. We found that some of the characteristics of pollution prevention activities can
exacerbate those problems, leading to lower evaluations for activities such as pollution
prevention.

Overall, we believe the MEM and RPM processes have a sound basis and are useful.
Although we and the CR13SPreport ident@ some concerns regarding MEM, we believe
that these concerns can be addressed within the existing RPM framework. This section
suggests certain changes that could be made to improve the process so that it addresses
pollution prevention activities more appropriately. In Section 1, we:

Describebackgroundinformationontheevaluationtoolsthathavebeendevelopedby
EM to evaluaterisk.
Discussthecharacteristicsthatanevaluationandbudget-allocationprocessshould
haveif it is to arriveat anefficientbudgetallocation.We takethepositionthatan
“appropriate”budgetallocationis onethatis “efficient”in a welldefinedsense.
Examinetheparticularbenefitsof pollutionpreventionactivitiesto determine
whetheror notthosebenefitsareaccountedforintheevaluationprocesses.
Identifypossiblecharacteristicsof theexistingprocessthatcouldleadto an
inappropriaterankingandevaluationof pollutionpreventionactivities,takinginto
accountthecharacteristicsof pollutionpreventionactivitiesandthecharacteristicsof
an appropriatebudgetallocation.
Suggestpossiblechangesto theevaluationsystemsthatcan improvetheway that
pollutionpreventionactivitiesareevaluatedandcomparedto otheractivities.
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Tools for Evaluating Activities and Assisting in Budget Allocation
De&ions

We focus on three of the tools that havebeendevelopedto providea systematic
frameworkforcharacterizingrisksandrankingactivitiesbasedontheirpotentialforrisk
reduction.TheManagementEvaluationMatrix(MEM)definescategoriesandscalesfor
scoringtheriskimpactsof activities.TheRiskDataSheets(RDSS)areformsusedfor
recordingriskinformation.TheRisk-BasedPriorityModel(RPM)is a methodfor
comparingandrankingactivitiesbasedon theinformationrecordedintheRDSS.

The MEM provides a systematicandformalmethodforcharacterizingtherisksthatarise
horn a givensituation.MEMincludesa setof categoriesof risk addressingissuessuch
as PublicSafetyandHealth,SitePersomelSafetyandHealth,andMissionImpact,
among others. An activity is characterized by specifying the level of impact in each
category (e.g., for Public Safety and Health, two categories are “Immediate of eventual
loss of Me@errnanent disability” and “Excessive exposure and/or injwy”). MEM also
describes the uncertainty by allowing the user to speci@ a likelihood for the specified
level of impact (DOE, 1995).

MEM characterizes the risk in each category as high, mediurm or low (H, M, L)
depending on the level of impact and its likelihood. MEM does not include comparisons
between categories. It makes no statement that a Medium in “Site Personnel Safety and
Health” is better than, worse than, or the same as a Medium in “Public Safety and
Heakh.”l Consequently, there is no obvious way to produce an overall score for an
activity or to compare activities based on their overall risk impact.

RDSS are used in the field to record the scores for various activities. The MEM scores for
each category of impact are recorded for the situation before the activity begins and after
it is competed. The risks during the activity are also recorded. In principle, the difference
between the before and after scores is a measure of the reduction in risk due to the
activity. However, we note (as does CRESP, p. 87) that the values produced are the letter
designations (H, M, L). There is no obvious way to subtract them or to combine scores
across categories. Apparently, in actual practice, these values have been used in at least
some cases to provide a rough ranking within a single category of risk (e.g., Site
personnel safety and health).

The RPM allowscomparisons and &velops overall rankings (refer to U.S. DOE Project
Management Prioritization Guide (DOE, 1996)). RPMusesa setof categoriesand
impactlevelsthatarenearlyidenticalto thoseusedby MEM. A numericscoreis
assignedto eachlevelof eachcategoryof impact.Thescoresrangetim nearO(verylow
risk)to 3,000 (veryhighrisk).Thescoreis multipliedby the likelihood value to arrive at
a risk score. Thus, if a situationis almostcertainto resultin a publicfatality,it receivesa
riskscore of 3,000. If thereis 1 chancein 100 of a publicfatality,theriskscoreis
3,000 x 0.01 = 30. The risk scores in each category are then summed to obtain an overall
risk score for the situation. The risk scores before and after an activity is implemented are
subtracted to produce the risk reduction from the activity. The activities can then be

*It mightheassumedthatanH in one category should be the same as an H in another category. However,
the highest level in each catego~ is assigned an H when the likelihood is in either the highest or next to
highest category. Thus High Medium, and Low ratings are assigned in the same way to all of the
categories.

3



ranked by their risk reduction scores. Once a ranking has been developed, the RPM
provides a procedure for selecting activities to be tided. This procedure will be
discussed in more detail later.

The scores used by RPM area key part of the method. The scores representvalue
judgments about the relativeimportance, or desirability,of different levels of impact in
each of the categories. Because they do representvaluejudgments, thereis no objective
method for assigningthem.That is, one cannot say thata particularset of scores should
be used. They must be elicited as value judgments from aperson. Because such
judgments are personal, the best that one can do in assigning scorn is to ensure that they
are internally consistent and that they correctly reflect the values of the person from
whom they are elicited, for theory and methods of eliciting value judgments (Keeney,
1976) (von Winterfeldt, 1986).

In practice, a group of people often have similar value judgments, and it is often possible
to fmd a set of scores that are generally acceptable to a group. In this case, we informally
reviewed the scores used and made several comparisons to see if they generally agreed
with judgments that our persomel might make. The scores seemed to fit our judgments
reasonably well. We did not find deviations that were cause for immediate concern.

Essential Characteristics of a Scoring and Ranking Procedure for
Budget Allocations

Thisreportaddressestheconcernthatpollutionpreventionactivitiesare notevaluated
andranked“appropriately.”To discussthatconcernandto identifywhatchangeswe
mightpr

T
se, it is importantto definewhata scoringandrankingsystemshoulddo and

thebasic eaturesthatit musthaveto accomplishits goal.

A budgetallocationprocedureshouldhelpanorganizationincreasethebenefitobtained
for a givenbudget.Thispointwasreiteratedby theCRESP report(CRESP, p. 33). To do
thiseffectively,theproceduremustbe designedIkomthegroundupto gatherthecorrect
informationandthenprocessit in a waythatallowstheuser to identify those activities
that will maximim benefits and still be within a given budget. At aminimm a process
should include the following features:

. Identify an appropriate set of alternatives to be evaluated and compared. The set of
alternatives should reflect the actual choices that are available to decision makers.
Inefficient decisions can arise when an “alternative” is actually a bundle of possible
actions, each of which could be decided on individually. When this occurs, actions
that may not be justified on their own merits will be funded simply because they have
been bundled together with more desirable actions.

● Describe the impact that each of the alternative activities has on all of the issues of
concern in a clear, unambiguous way. The scoring framework (e.g., scoring
categories and levels within the categories) should be detailed enough that individuals
can provide consistent and comparable scores for different activities.

. Define a single, overall measure of benefits. The measure of benefit should include
all of the issues that are relevant to a decision maker. In the EM process, these issues
include public and on-site safety and healb mission impac~ financial and budgetary
concerns, environmental and safety concerns, and regulatory concerns.

. Compare activities on the basis of their benefit-cost ratio. Otherwise the procedure
will not result in an optimal allocation of funds. Consequently, the process must
collect and use information on the costs of activities.

4



In the following discussion, we discuss theextentto which the tools meet these
requirementsand the potentialdistortionsthatmight arisein evaluatingpollution
prevention activities when therequirementsarenot met.

Characteristics of Pollution Prevention Activities

The characteristicsof pollution prevention activities themselves partly determine the
extent to which they are appropriately evaluated. After exarnining various pollution
prevention activities, our investigation indicates that they often do not have strong
advantages in terms of concerns such as risk reduction, compliance, or mission impact.
However, they often do have expected benefits in costs savings (e.g., mortgage
reduction). In fact, it appears that they often have a net savings over their life cycles. If
cost is often an advantage for pollution prevention activities, it follows that an evaluation
system must evaluate cost appropriately.

The characteristics of pollution prevention activitiesareillustratedby several examples in
Section 2. Candidatepollution prevention activitieswere identiiled thatcovered the range
of typical applications of pollution prevention at severalDOE sites.For each example,
we identifkd the categories in the RPM where theactivitywas expected to make a usefid
contribution. The reasons thata contributionwas &emed likely, or unlikely, are
discussed in detail in Section 2.

Overall, these examples illustratethatpollution preventionactivitiesoften do not reduce
the risk arising from immediatehazards(e.g., onsiteor offsite safety and health) or from
noncompliance with regulations.Most facilities arecurrentlymanaged fairly well-they
do not pose large healthrisks, and they are largely in compliance. Any improvements in
immediate risk thatcould resultikom pollution preventionaresmall; thus,potential
improvements in tidi* risk ~d cowfi~ce ~ sW. m the other hand, pollution
prevention activities can often provide valuable improvementsin theefficiency of
operations. This is particularlytrueas we become more awareof, and arerequired to pay
for, the costs of reducing environmentalimpacts from emissions and waste. Pollution
prevention is one of the ways of achieving such efficiencies.

Such savings are significant and should be exploited. However, the advantages cannot be
taken into account unless the evaluation system correctly inclu&s all of the financial
costs and benefits of a proposed activity. We fmd that the MEIWRPM fhrnework does
not account for the financial benefits of activities particularly well, leading to an
undervaluing of pollution prevention activities.

Potential Problems with the MEM/RPM Framework that Can Affect
Ranking of Pollution Prevention Activities

The MEM/RPM I%unework has been &veloped to assist managers in selecting activities
for funding. It develops a score for each activity based on its evaluation in the RDS. The
score is used to rank the activities and select the best ones for funding. Inefficient budget
allocation can result from the way that the MEM and RPM processes include financial
issues and thm the procedures used in RPM for ranking the activities and selecting those
for funding (recall that MEM does not include methods for determining an overall
ranking of activities). The characteristics of pollution prevention activities make it likely
that they would be undervalued and not funded when, in fact, it would be efficient to do
so.
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The following sections outline the featuresof theMEM/RDS/RPM fkamework that can
lead to inefficient budget allocations and the ways that pollution prevention activities am
affected by these features.

Insufficient Information is Collected About Financial Costs and Benefits
The RDSS do not account for thenet discounted cash flow of a proposed activity over its
life. Financial considerations included in theMEM/RPM emphasize theextent to which
thereis the possibility thatsome large expendituremight be incurredwithoutthe activity
(i.e., the activity resultsin an avoided cost). This is, of course, an importantpartof the
financial considerations for an activity, but not theentirepicture.The RDS does record
information about the cost thatmustbe invested to implementthe activity,but the
information is not included in the scoring. Furthermore,no discountingis used, which
can be significant for comparing activitiesthatwill have costs andbenefits in the fhture.

Costs are an essential part of the objectives of any government decision process and
should be correctly included in the process. The OffIce of Management and Budget
(OMB) has developed a set of guidelines for accounting for financial costs and benefits
(OMB, 1992). These guidelines essentially specify that net discounted cash flow from a
proposed activity should be used as part of funding decisions.

The CRESP report also emphasized that the discounted cash flow should be used to
measure the financial impacts of an activity (commonly called “mortgage reduction”).
The report points out that the 10-Year Plan Guidance Memorandum contains an
attachment on Mortgage Reduction Guidance that should be incorporated in the process.
This Guidance is consistent with the OMB guidelines.

The omission of accurate cost information could cause substantial distortions in funding
decisions. Many DOE facilities actually have relatively small risks even in their current
state. At many sites, the risk reduction from proposed activities will be small.
Consequently, the financial aspects of proposed activities maybe the deciding factor
among them. However, if the financial aspects are not properly accounted for, the results
tend to be arbitrary and unrelated to the true value of the activities.

%&s are Not Detailed Enough for Useful Comparisons
The scales used to measuremortgagereduction (e. ., timmcial impact) only allow for two

flevels: savings greaterthan$25M (or greaterthan 1 to $5M per year), and savings less
than$25M (or less than$lM per year). This method does not allow enough resolution to
score pollution prevention (such activities iue oilen less than$25M).

The description for the scoring category is also unclear. Although “operational
efficiency” is mentioned, there is no real discussion to suggest that a careful accounting
for the costs and savings over the life of the activity would be called for.

Form of the Evaluation Function and Value Judgments Could Be Reviewed

The RPM computes the overall evaluation as a weighted sum of scores in each category.
The scores assigned to each level in a category represent value judgments about the
relative importance of different levels within a category. Maximum values for the
categories (which represent the highest risk values for the categories) represent the
relative importance of one category compared to another. For example, in the Public
Safety and Health category, the level “Immediate or eventual loss of Ii@ermanent
disability” is assigned a score of 3,000, “Excessive exposure and/or injury” is assigned a
score of 300, and “Moderate to low level exposure” is assigned a score of 30.

6
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Value judgments are essential here. There is no objective way to specHy that one

category should have more or less weight than another. The value judgments can be
clarified through formal procedures. After reviewing some of the relative value
judgments implied by the weights assigned in the RPM, we did not find obvious
concerns, but this issue could be formally addressed and documented.

A weighted sum is often an appropriate way to construct a measure of benefit. However,
in some circumstances a weighted sum will not adequately represent the preferences of a
decision maker.3 Again, we did not fmd obvious concerns, but the choice of the form of
the evaluation function could also be formally addressed and documented.

Procedure for Allocating Funds Is Not Optimal

The MEM and RDSS do not include an explicit method for rankingactivities. The RPM
is designed to provide a rankingandto allocate fbnds. The RPM can be used to compile
and rankactivities thatare scored undertheMEIWRDS process. However, since the
RPM categories and scales arenot identicalin all cases, some small extensions would be
required.

The RPM method ranksproposed activitiesin order of largestincreasein benefits,
regardless of cost. Activities with the largestbenefits are fhnded until funds run out. This
procedure is inefficient in the sense thatit does not rnaximk the amountof benefit that
can be obtained for a given budget. Some projects with largebenefits but very large costs
will be funded. However, other projects with smallerbenefits and very small costs in
relation to the benefits will be placed at thebottom of the list and not funded. This
process will generally not yield the largestbenefit for a limitedbudget.

For example, consider a process thatgeneratesa highly flammable waste streamthat
poses a significant risk of fire. Substantialrisksto on-site personnel and the possibility of
significant costs in the futurewould arisein theevent of an accident and the material
being ignited. Furthermore,suppose thattwo activitiesareproposed to reduce the risk.
Activity A would installa fire-suppressionsystemat a cost of $lM. Activity B would
change the process to eliminatethe streamata cost of $500K. Under the RPM, the two
activities would score about the same because they both would have about the same
benefits. Both eliminate the safetyrisk to personnel, and both reduce the avoidable cost.
The RPM does not account for the fact thatone alternativeis substantiallycheaper than
the other. A benefit-cost analysiswouId immediatelyshow thatActivity B is the
preferred option.

The guidance included with theRPM does recognize thispossibility. It suggests that
managerscan override the procedure and move activitieswith large benefit/cost ratios to
the top of the list. However, the process itself should directly do this.There is no reason
to rely on an ud huc procedure to ensurethatactivitieswith the largestbenefitlcost ratios
are fun&d fret.

To allocate fbnds more efficiently, activitiesshould be rankedaccording to their
benefiticost ratios. The best activity should be fimded, down to the limit of the budget.

2SeeKee22eyand Raiffa or Edwards.
3Whether or not tbe weighted sum is appropriate for a given situation depends on the nature of the
attributes being measures and the value judgments of the person responsible for making decisions. See
Keeney and RaifYAor Edwards for a discussion of the issues in developing evaluation functions.
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Implications for Pollution Prevention

The implications of the RDS/RPM process for pollution prevention activities can be
summarized as follows:

. Net savings of pollution prevention activities are not accounted for clearly in the
scoring method. They do not get credit for their contribution to financial savings.

. Pollution prevention tends to have net savings, but such activities compete against
projects that have net costs. The fact that other projects have net cost is not counted
against them (only the benefits are counted in their score).

. Because activities are ranked in order of benefits (and do not take costs into account),
activities that have large benefits are ranked higher than activities with small benefits
regardless of the cost. Pollution prevention activities tend to have small benefits and
are ranked at the bottom, regardless of the overall benefit/cost ratio.

Structure of Activities Defined for the EM Process Can Affect Ranking
of Pollution Prevention Activities

In addition to concerns about the internal stmcture of the MEM/RDSIRPM process,
pollution prevention activities can be inappropriately evaluated in terms of the way that
the activities have been defined and structured. An evaluation and decision tool should be
applied to compare activities that are discretionary and are actually competing for
resources. In the EM evaluation ~rocess, many of the activities that are compared are not
discretionary; thus, it is not possible to make a useful comparison to activities that are
discretionary. Furthermore, some smaller activities that might be discretionary am
bundled into larger activities for evaluation. Thus, these smaller activities are never
actually compared to pollution prevention activities.

The existing EM process uses RDSS to characterize the risk reduction due to each EM
activity. The purpose of the process is to gather information about the risk impact of
various EM activities to assist in making programmatic decisions. It is not intended to be
the sole input for making such decisions.

The activities defined for evaluation are generally whole elements of the WBS, which are
fundamentally accounting units. They group together large sets of activities related to
some common fimction, such as site management or hazardous waste control. At some
sites (perhaps all sites), activities that support pollution prevention are called out as
separate WBS elements. The supporting activities help identi~ and evaluate
opportunities for pollution prevention, but they do not necessarily fund implementation.
Typically, the implementation of pollution prevention activities is included as possible
actions within some of the other WBS evaluated elements.

Given the way that the activities have been structured and bundled, pollution prevention
activities may not be evaluated appropriately. Pollution prevention activities tend to be
small and are incremental improvements to existing processes. However, in the EM
evaluation process, entire WBS elements that represent essential functions are scored on
an all-or-nothing basis. Thus, the process evaluates the increment in risk that would result
from elimination of an entire WBS element, such as Hazardous Waste Management or
Continuity of Operations. The change in risk tim elimination of entire WBS elements-
especially when ES&H, Compliance, and Mission are included-is very large. In
contrast, the change in risk resulting from pollution prevention activities does not appear
to be as compelling. The results might differ substantially if small, incremental portions
of the WBS elements were compared to proposed pollution prevention activities.



The CRESP reportcalls thisthe“minsafe”issue.It pointsoutthatmanyof theWBS
elements are essential fhncticms that must be performed to some degree to provide a
minimum level of safety at a site. The fimctions include “site-wide health and safety,
surveillance and maintenance, security and safeguards programs, infrastructure programs,
fire protection, emergency response, and abroad range of administrative and
management functions including the persomel and support budget” (CRESP, p. 38).
CRESP questions whether these elements should be scored and assessed in the same way
that other discretionary activities are assessed. We agree that this should be nwiewed.

The grouping of activities according to WBS elements can also be inappropriate for
evaluating pollution prevention activities because of the breadth of many of the WBS
elements. Some elemen~ven those that are part of the minsafe elemenbinclude a
wide range of activities. Some of these activities maybe directly related to the safe
operation of the site, whereas others may have little or nothing to do with safety. For
example, CRESP points out that some minsafe programs include essential management
functions, but they may also include activities such as laundry or food services (CRESP,
p. 67).

The fact that pollution prevention activities do not provide for risk reduction as large as
other WBS elements when scored by the current evaluation process should not be taken
to mean that pollution prevention activities are not valuable. It simply indicates that,
given a choice between pollution prevention and another entire element of EM operation,
such as all of Hazardous Waste Management on the basis of risk reduction, then one
would probably choose Hazardous Waste Management. The essential point is that the
methodology does not compare activities that truly compete with each other.

Proposedchanges

With relatively few moditlcations, theexisting process could be extended to adchessthe
issues discussed above. Here, we outline thesemodifications.

Replace the Scale for Mortgage Reduction (Also Called “Avoidable COW)

The scale used for measuring the financial impact of an activity should be modified. The
current wording is in terms of “avoidable costs,” however, such costs are not well
defined. Financial impact should be measured in terms of net discounted cost over the life
of the activity. Several existing guides can be used to prepare such an analysis. The OMB
Circular No. A-94 provides detailed guidance on basic methods and interest rates to be
used. The “TotaI Cost Assessment Guidance Document” drafted by Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory for the EM-77 office also describes how this can be done in the
context of pollution prevention activities.

Costs can be evaluated in terms of either total costs or the change in cost from a baseline.
It maybe easier to evaluatepollution prevention activitiesusing thechange in cost from
the current(“before”) conditions. Thus, thebefore situationwould representa $0 change.
If the “after” situationis positive, thenon a net discountedbasis, the activitycosts
money. If the “after” situationhas a negative change in discountednet costs, the activity
saves money.

In the RPM, score values areassigned to risk impact ranging from Oto 3,000. High
values indicate undesirable impacts. Within this format, a large, positive value of cost
change would be assigned a high score; a large, negative value would be assigned a low
score. A $0 cost change would be assigned some intermediate score.

9



The current scoring system in the MEM and RDSS uses only a few, very broad ranges for
assigning scores to cost. All projects with an annual avoidable cost greater than $5M are
lumped to ether and given the same score—whether the cost is $5,000,001 or
$10,000,(#0. The scale could be modified to provide narrower cost ranges, or it could
even be a continuous scale.

Better resolution in the cost scale could provide for better budget allocation decisions.
The weight given to cost consideration is relatively small compared to the weight given
to other categories, such as safety, health, mission impact, and so forth. This means that
the score values for costs are numerically small compared to the potential for the other
considerations. The score associated with a likely loss of life is hundreds of times larger
than the score associated with a few million dollars in cost. This weighting is probably
appropriate. However, for a well-run site, the chances of loss of life are very small. In
contrast, the likelihood of positive or negative costs are essentially certain-they are
highly predictable compared to other issues under consideration. The scores for serious
safety and health consequences are essentially multiplied by their likelihood. Therefore,
their actual contribution to the calculated benefit is small. In many cases, at well-run
sites, the financial consideration for choosing between alternatives will dominate simply
because managers will generally not consider proposed projects that have a high
likelihood of safety problems. In these cases, enough resolution must be built into the
scales for financial issues to provide a clear distinction between proposed activities in
terms of their costs.

Revise Weight for the Mortgage Reduction Category

The RPM assigns a set of weights to each of the categories and to the levels of impact
within each category. The appropriate weight fora category&pendson howthat
categoryis definedandtherangeof levelsthataredefined.If thecategoryforMortgage
Reductionis modit3edas recommendedhere,itsweightingshouldbe recalibrated.4

Revise the Budget Allocation Method

The budget allocation procedure in the RPM should be modified so that it will produce a
more nearly optimal allocation. Proposed activities should be ranked recording to
benefiticost. If the changes recommended above are made to the scoring categories, the
benefit can be computed by subtracting the RPM score after the activity is implemented
from the RPM score for before the activity is done.

Apply hiiuation to -tiO~ Activities

Pollution prevention activities are discretionary activities that tend to improve the
operations at a site, but they are not essential to the operation of the site. To be evaluated
appropriately, they should be evaluated with comparable activities. The first step in using
a decision tool to establish a budget for discretionary activities is the identiilcat.ion of the
set of discretionary activities fkomwhich a selection is to be made.

Although the CRESP report does not speciilcally address pollution prevention activities,
some of the key conclusions arerelevantto theproblem of evaluatingpollution
prevention activities. CRESP (p. 33) suggestsdividing potentialprojects (activities) into
threegroups: high ns~ intermediaterisk, and low risk. Pollution preventionactivities
would typically fall into the low-risk category. The primaryissues in thiscategory are

4See (Kccncy, 1976) for discussions on procedures for setting weights.
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mortgage reduction and cost management. Activities in this category will often save more
money than they cost, and they should free up money in later years, which can be spent to
deal with larger problems. Pollution prevention should be compared to these sorts of
activities.

Extend the RPM/MEM Scales to Include ALARA and “No Impact”

The current MEM/RPM system does not reward opportunities to go beyond compliance
to levels as low as reasonably possible (ALARA). Although compliance must always be
met, facilities sometimes benefit horn going beyond compliance and reducing emissions
to the level that risk approaches zero. Pollution Prevention-type activities considered
often go beyond compliance and provide indirect benefits to the facility in terms of better
environmental stewardship and satisfying public concern about appropriate
environmental management. As shown in Table 1.1, we propose the addition of a lowest
category in each of the MEIWRPM consequence criteria. We assume that the lowest
levels in the current categories are acceptable in the sense that activities do not violate
any regulations or written guidance documents.

Table 1.1. Addition of RPM/MEM Scales for ALARA.

D

D

l?escription
The impact from the actmty ISacceptable under all written
regulations and guidance documentq however, it is not
considered to be As Low As Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA). Zhis would generally be the lowest level in the
current RPMXM?2Uimpactfor the category. For example,
“iUoderate to low level exposure” for the Public Safety and
Health category.
The lrnpact from the actmty meets all regul~Om and
written gw“dance and is considered to be ALARA.
There ISno mmact from the actmntv.

D
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Conclusions

The tools that EM has developed for evaluating activities area useful start in developing
a systematic process for making budgetary and programmatic decisions that are
consistent within and between sites. However, we note two shortcomings: the financial
aspects of activities are not properly accounted for, and the ranking process proposed by
the RPM does not lead to an optimal allocation of resources. Both of the shortcomings
affect the evaluation of pollution prevention activities. Such activities are generally not
ranked highly (and funded) when, in fact, it would be efficient to do so. We believe that
the shortcoming of the existing method can be corrected relatively easily without making
major changes to the overall framework.
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Section 2.
Pollution Prevention Case Studies:

Defining Hazards and Assesdng Relative Risk

Overview

This section reviews five pollution prevention case studies. The studies exempli~ a range
of activities across the DOE complex that are typically funded by the Environmental
Management Group 77 (EM-77), Office of Pollution prevention. The pollution
prevention case studies can be categorized into the following three types:

c Waste stream reductionhegregation.
● Process enhancement.
● Process replacement.

For each case study, the existing operation and the pollution prevention options are
described briefly in terms of measurable parameters, such as type of activity, waste
stream composition, costs, return on investment, resource requimnents, and associated
significant hazards. Table 2.1 lists the case studies we evaluated and the associated
category of pollution prevention activity.

Table 2.1. Pollution Prevention Case Studies.

Case Pollution Pollution Prevention
Study Prevention Existing Process Process Option

No. Category (Before) (lifter)
1 Waste stream ~~~2;f HE from ~~sal=om

reduction
.

2 wastestream Land disposal of shielding Reuse of blocks for new
reduction blocks from btitid~g at required

decommissioned building
. .

g
3 Process Photoche mical process Video-imaging process

replacement
4 Process Wet chemical process for Benign C@ cleaning

dwwement removal of radioactive lead process for removing
from shielding bricks radioactive lead from

bricks
5 Waste stream Electroplating conventional Replacement and

reduction and methods reduction of waste streams
process and hazardous materials
replacement via process improvements

and changes

The purpose of this review is to identify linkages betweentypicalpollution prevention
activities and the criteria used by the DOE for evaluating risk and prioritizing budget.
The risk categories in the Risk-Based Priority Model (RPM) were used as the evaluating
criteria. The evaluation was performed in two steps. First hazards were evaluated for
each activity pair, consisting of the existing “before” activity and the pollution prevention
option “aftef’ activity. The type of hazards categories consi&red are listed in Table 2.2.
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After each activity was aswssed for hazards, it was evaluated using six of the criteria
categories of the RPM xAmd, which are:

● Public health and safety.
“ Site and personnel safety and health.
● Compliance.
● Mission impact.
● Cost-effective risk management.
● Environmental protection.

Table 2.2. Example of the hazard categories indicative of the types found within the
DOE complex. (See Appendix A for further definitions of each category.)

nduatrial Electricalsources
;afety and Motion sources
4ealth Gravity-mass SOUrCeS

Worker Pmssuresources
njuries or Cold sources

ieath from) Heat sources

chemical sources

Radiant sources

Biological sources

Ergonomics

%-d-

High energy release

14

~ and EXPOSm of operators to
Release to hazardous material
Workersand

Public Hazardous material release to
the environment

Hazardous exposure to the
public

Radiation hazard

criticality

Release to the External surface
Environment contamination

Soil contamination

Surface and groundwater
leakage

Of&gas (gas phase)

Airborne (particulate)

~ sewer
4
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For the purposes of this evaluation, in which we attempt to rank pollution prevention
activities in terms of the conventional risk prioritization methods, we chose to use the
RPM method because it has a weighting scheme for ranking consequences and likelihood
of occurrence. The study attempts to illustrate how pollution prevention activities rank in
this type of priority scheme. Note that the six categories of the RPM we used do not
include the extra category for social/economic impacts considered in the EM adaptation
of the MEM/MEP.

This analysisobserved that, for normal operationsandwhena relativelysafepollution
preventionactivityis integratedintoa nominallysafeoperation,theintegratedprocesses
havelittleor no changeinhazardsandrisks.Theinherenthazardsassociatedwiththe
additionof pollutionpreventionactivitiesaresmallbecause,as partof theintegration,a
sitestrictlyenforcessafetyby administrativeandengineeringcontrolsimposedby
internalregulationand/orstatutoryrequirements.

Pollution prevention activitiesreduce risksundersome circumstancesfor catastrophic
events. It has been observed thatpollution preventionactivities,such as the substitution
of safer materialand the reduction of hazardousmaterial,can reduce the types and
severity of consequences duringevents such as catastrophicaccidents (externalevents) or
naturalphenomena (earthquakes).In many safety analysisreportsand environmental
impact statements,these events are well documented initiatorsfor various accident
scenarios. To implement preventativemeasuresor mitigativebaniers commensurate to a
catastrophic event, such as an earthquake,would be cost-prohibitive. Pollution prevention
activities provide an effective method to reduce the level of protection necessary by
reducing the hazardsource termsand the expense requiredto mitigatethe consequences.

Consider an example of risk reduction provided by material substitution. Suppose that a
flammable material, such as ethanol or isopropyl alcohol, is used as a cleaning agent in a
test laboratory. An earthquake occurs, compromising a container that would be adequate
un&r normal conditions. During the earthquake, the material is spilled and an ignition
source is present. A fm then occurs, which escalates the hazards to a higher level. The
simple substitution of a nonilumnable cleaner would have reduced the impact of the
spill.

The case studies in this section area few illustrations of risk reduction by material
reduction and substitution. Three of the five case studies show the potential risk reduction
from the reduction of hazardous material. Case study 3 eliminates the hazardous
materials. Case study 4 changes the composition of the waste from a liquid mixed waste
to a solid mixed waste, which is more easily processed and contained. Case study 5
involves solvent replacement and acid reduction, which has the potential for reduced risk
to workers and the public as a result of a spill or fire initiated by an earthquake or an
external event.

Risk Evaluation in the Absence of Full Risk Assessment

Many factors, including the time and resources available to perform a classical risk
assessmen~ affect the depthandbreadthof theassessment.Depthis thelevelof detail
usedto assesstasks(e.g., to whatextenttasksarebrokendownforevaluation).Breadthis
therangeof initiating-eventscenariosusedfora riskevaluation,whichcouldinclude
normaloperations,accidentscenarios,andcatastrophicevents(suchas earthquakesor
floods).The levelof assessmentinturn,can affecttheriskrankingbecausesomerisk
factormightbe overlooked.Whena finerhazardscreeningisperformed,signiilcantrisk
reductionsmaybe foundby reviewingthelessobviousperipheralactivitiesof each tas~
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which may have secondary effects. Secondary effects are typically uncovered only during
event scenario development using a fault-tree or event-tree analysis.

We considered a coarse evaluation method to be sufficient to demonstrate the
characteristics of the RPM method. For illustrative purposes, assumptions were made
using input fkom subject-matter experts to analyze the existing and new pollution
prevention activities and to identi~ the most sigMcant risk contributors.

The seven process steps for our coarse analysis were:

i
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Identifyanddescribethebeforeandafteractivitiesforeachcase study.
Documenthazardsforbeforeandafteractivitiesusinghazardsscreening.
Developaccidentworse-casehazardousscenariosbasedonnormal,off-normal,and
abnormalconditions.
Use a coarsescreento paireach of thesix RPMcategorieswitha hazardousscenario
to evaluaterisk.The scenariosweredocumentedintableform.
Determinetheconditionsfortheselectedscenarioto establishthelikelihoodof
occurrenceandseverityof consequences.Rankingvaluesweredocumentedintable
form.
AssignRPM rankingvaluesto eachcase studybasedon theabovedescriptions.
Comparebeforeandafterriskrankingsto evaluatethenetADSriskreductionscore
for eachcase study.

16



Hazard Screening and RPM Evaluation Method

We used two key steps to evaluatehazardsfor each activity:

1. FirsLwe identified the types of hazardsassociatedwith theactivity and the associated
RPM category. The “before” and “after” activitiesfor each case studywere evaluated
in terms of two hazardscategories:

● Those identiled hazards associated with normal and routine operations.
● Those hazards identified as postulated accident events in a Safety Analysis

Report, the Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report, and
other facility safety documents.

2. Second, we evaluated the possibility that the activity would result in an undesirable
consequence based on past occurrences for similar operations, or using subject-matter
expert opinion.

A primary goal for hazardanalysisis to ensurethatthe full rangeof possible hazards,
such as those listed in Table. 2.2, areidentified for all modes (normalmode, abnormal
mode, and naturalphenomena) thatcould occur duringpollution preventionoperations.
Such analysis should be done prior to the method of assessingriskusing the RDSS. A
hazard analysis is used to document theresultsof a qualitativehazardsassessmentand is
an effective method of collecting, documenting, andevaluatingtheroll-up of the
technical information provided by participants(subject matterexperts). IrImany cases,
we made assumptionsabout the existence and severityof a hazardon the basis of
comparisons by risk experts with similaractivitiesand theirriskcontributors.The hazard
list in Table 2.2 was applied to each case studyactivity, andthehazardmodalities were
Summdzed in subsequenttables.

Our hazards/risk screening and evaluation did not require that every individual hazard
source or initiating event be detailed to determine whether it resulted in an undesired
RPM consequence. It has been shown that time and resources can be significantly
reduced by inverting the conventional risk-analysis process and identifying the hazard
sources and consequences. Thus, we used an inverse analysis process starting with the
broad hazard categories with consequence of interest, and we determined which events
could cause that consequence.

For example, a standard hazard analysis would define a high-voltage electrical source as
a hazard with unspecified consequences. To determine the consequences, it would
typically be necessary to perform a fault-or event-tree analysis to trace all the possible
safety consequences, such as electrical shock to a worker, or ignition source for an
explosive gas. The approach used here first identifies an undesirable consequence, such
as electric shock and then identities all the sources (such as activities or equipment) that
could cause the shock. The process is repeated for each RPM consequence. For a risk
value, a quantitative risk would typically be based on the probability of an undesired
occurrence. h our case, a qualitative assessment was based on the number ofhazards
present.

I1
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For each case study, we begin with a description of the “before” and “after” activities.
The hazard source activities are thens ummrized in a table identi~ing each type of
kard, the consequences of each hazard type, and the hazard source with ms~ct to the
before and after scenario. Following this table, we discuss how the hazards were
translated into actual consequences and the likelihood of occurrence. Finally, a risk
ranking table identifies the ranking of each before and after scenario.

TheRDSSstipulate that a single scenarioneedsto be used;however,suchanapproach
doesnot accommodatetheinherentdifferencesincriteriaforeach separatecategoryof
theRPM. Insteadof a singlescenariofortherankings,we consideredseveralscenarios
andselectedthemostsignificantonesfora spectilcconsequencecategoryto evaluatethe
rankingof thatcategory.The selectedscenariosare summtied inthehazarddiscussion
andrankingtablesforeachcase study.

The list of some possible hazardous consequences were derived from a diverse set of
conditions, including operator tasks, process equipment, and chemicals and materials
used. For any given activity, it is possible to generate several different accident and
process scenarios that could result in a hazardous consequence based on human error,
equipment failure, mitigation barrier failure, or natural phenomena or external events.
Similarly, the rankings for severity and likelihood are not based on any single accident or
event scenario because our intent was to expose the risks for each category. The method
requires examining the full spectrum of hazards and consequences; limiting the
assessment to one scenario would not accomplish that objective.

Some special considerations are necessary to rank the risk reduction score using the
separate scenarios and categories in the RPM. For the categories of safety, compliance, or
mission or environmental impac~ it was possible to readily identify the hazard conditions
and scenarios (examples are listed in the RPM ranking tables) that one could use to
assign risk. The hazards are listed for each case study in the tables entitled “Identification
and Screening of Existing Hazards.” The net risk ranking for each case study was
determined by first ranking the hazards identified for the “before” activity and then the
“tier” activity, and taking the difference.

The exception to assigning a ranking in this fashion is for Cost Effective Risk
Management. Here, the issue is that for the before activities, “avoidable costs” are
relative to an alternate case where there is little or no loss (e.g., deterioration of
infrastructure, inefficiency, etc.). In this category, it may be diffkult to identify an
avoidable cost for the before condition (except Case Study 2, explained below). The
before conditions were assigned the lowest ranking of 0.0015 (RPM category CR-15 and
likelihood D) because the avoi&ble costs were less than the defined threshold. This
approach should not significantly change the final value of RPM ranking because the
range of risk values is small for pollution prevention. The important value is the net
difference between activities costs which then defines the overall prioritization and level
of benefit to implement the new activity.

Case Study 2 differs fkomthe other case studies because it is the only one where the
avoi&ble cost was greater than the threshold dollar value of 2$25M, with an anticipated
savings of $37.6M. For example, the burial has a know avoidable costs by diversion of
resources and money to accomplish the task.
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Case Study 1: High Explosive Disposition

Before Activity: Open bum

After Activity: Resale

Type: Waste stream reductionhegregation

Cost: TBD, &pendent on process configuration

ROI: TBD, dependent on process configuration

Before Activi@ Open Burn

Thousands of kilograms of PBX material are part of a storage and recovery facility-at
Pantex. The facility currently disposes of chemical high explosives (HEs) reclaimed from
dismantlement by burning. The stockpile can be completely disposed of within the next
thee years through open burn processing. The amount to be burned and, therefore, total
emissions will be reduced by 20% every year. The cunent burning process at the Pantex
site releases into the atmosphem acceptable levels of emission and chemical composition
(allowable by state and federal regulations). Trace amounts of tritium in the PBX are
considered to be below any health hazard threshold and do not lead to a health concern.

After Activity: Pollution Prevention Option-Resale

Theprocessingof HE fivmweapondispositionhasbeenexaminedforcommercial
markets.Resaleis attractiveinthatit reducestheneedfor openburn,andtheresale
incomecouldbeusedto subsidizeadditionalprocesscosts. However,dueto the
classifiednatureof theHE generatedfromweaponsdismantlemen~additionalprocessing
mustoccur beforetheHE canbecommerciallyreleased.Suchprocessing,whichis not
requiredfor theexistingoperation(OB/OD),introducesthepotentialfor additionalrisks
inhandlingandincreasestheprocessingcost abovethatfortheconventionaloperation.
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Table 2.3. Hi@ Explosive Disposition
existhw hazads.

Case Study 1. Identification and of

.

Hazard Source Hazard Source
BeforeActivity After Activity

HaaardType consequences - OpenBurn - Resale

Exposure and Exposureof operatorsto Materialhandling Material handling
!&me to workers hazardous material contact during contact during
ind Public machining and machining and

burning reformulation

Hazardous material release to the Airborne emissions Process waste stream
environment from bum (currently from residual HE

in compliance) material, and CheIlliCtd
reprocessing

Hazardous exposure to the public Airborne plume from
burn

Radiaticm - Trace (ALAIW) Trace (ALARA)

criticality

lelease to the External surface contamination burning ground Reformulation and
?mrironment residue chemical destruction

residue

soil contamination .

Surface and gro undwater leakage -

off- i3=(wP base) .

Airborne (particulate) Burning fumes during -

burn

Sanitary sewer chemical processing
and waste water

~ .
~ <

ndustrial safety Ektncal sources -

md health Motion sources machining processes
Worker injuries Gravity-mass SOlXC12S -

m death from) Pressure sources -

Cold sources .

Heat sources -

chemical sources Fumes Reformulation effluent

Radiant sources -

Biolqqc“ al sources .

Ergonomics

oxygen deficiency -

High -energy release HE detonation HE detonation

r- rtati~ ~ no off-sitemovement off-sitetrans rtation
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Hazard Screen@ Discussion of Case Study 1

Both open bum and resale rely on the same dernil tedmiqu~s for HE removal; however,
post-processing of the HE differs for each option. This assessment only considers the HE
material after it becomes excess HE (after it is removed from a weapon).

Case Study 1 could conceivably be considered a high-risk activity in terms of the
probability of an accident or release of undesirable emissions. However, a review of the
preliminary hazards in the context of extensive testing and mitigative and administrative
controls reduces the risks significantly. The extent of controls and analysis of the process
ren&r the burning of HE an acceptable activity because of minimal handling and
processing of the material. Furthermore, the emissions horn burning stay below
regulatory limits. In addition, because of current HE inventories, there is no reason to
exceed the emission levels; in fact, they will be reduced because of reduced inventory.
There may be other reasons to eliminate open burning as an option, such as political
pressure or reduced emission standards, but at the moment, this is an environmentally
acceptable and relatively low-risk alternative.

The Table 2.3 shows that there is relatively little difference in the number of hazards
between the two options. In fact, the new option of resale may actually have greater risks
because it requires more processing, handling, and generates additional and different
material waste streams (processing effluent). A higher risk factor for the resale option
arises from the fact that the number of opportunities for an event is higher with increased
handling and processing.
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Public Safety Source tam for public exposure with open burn is the airborne plume. Although
and HeaIth within compliance, emissions may pose a heslth risk. Chance for a health risk is

scored low since emissions are not considered hazardous at the levels releasd and no
pirical evidence in the neighboring

tir Noextensiveairborneemissionsfor resale, but some liquid process wastestreams
PS-3C result from machining, waterjets, chemical processing. Liquid wastestream would be

Post-processing of waste HE is minimal, requiting transport to the burning grount
Safety & removal fkom shipping canister, setup on trays, and remote ignition. No additional

Health
After The process hazards are increased slightly due to additional material handling for de-

classification, reformulation and chemical disposition prior to resale. In addition,
there are increases in the number of operations for post-processing the HE. These

ss treatment procedures increases Likelihoodof an undesired occurrence.

Compliance Before Current activity is within state and federal compliance and annual emissions are being
CO=9B reduced as inventory is depleted. If allowable emission are reduced activity will not

After Resale alternative has the largest impact in this category if emission standards
become more stringent and open bum no longer meets standards.HE resale is a

CO-9C viablealternateto reducethe HE inventorywhilemeeting standards. The process
score stream will be tailored to meet all requirements using one of the many technologies
=0.75

Mission Before Activity is part of weapons dismantlement program, but does not prevent the major
Impact progrmp from king completi A potential negative project impact sises if emission

MI-13c reguhons dsallow openburna recoveredHEcannotbedisposed.Cunentactivity
score= canreduceHEinventoryand stay within state and f- compliance. Process is
0.75 adaptable if emission standmds change slightly. Rate of destmction can be ramped

down to reduce emissions, but if starukda tightem alternate processing must be used.
After Resaleactivitydoes not have potential negative impact based on the imposing of
MI-13D more stringent emission requirements. The activity is subject to market demand, but
score has more flexibility due to a variety of alternative processing methods, such as
=0.007s

Cost Effective Before Open burn uses existing facilities with relatively low resource overhead. If open burn
Risk Mgmt CR-15D is disallowed,alternatesiteusesareuncertain.Nosi~lcant addedcosts to continue

Seort = the process.Potential for incurred avoidable cost to continue the process not apparent
0.0015
*r Resale requires more infrastructure costs than open burn, but there is cost recovery

from commercial sale. HE could be recycled into other defense organizations with
CR-15B cost savings. ROI is difficult to predicc extent of HE reprocessing depends on end-

Environmental Before Burn cmwes provide a detailed analysis of emission rates and COnStiNeIItS.Emissions
Protection are within regulatory idlovmble amounts and are atmospherically dispersed. Potential

EN-18C environmental impact is relatively low since there is no potential release of undesii
acort = 0.2 material and emissions are not considered environmentally barmfkl.
After Resale can require some HE reprocessing and alternate methods to process unusable
EN-18C materkd, creating additional wastes streams. Additional processing yields more

“tiesfor inadvertent RWSS or contamination, although at a very low level.
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Case Study 2: Beneficial Reuse of LBL Shielding Blocks at Brookhaven

Before activity: Land disposal of shielding blocks

After activity: Block reuse for new shielding

P2 Category: Waste Stream Reduction/Segregation-Beneticid Reuse

Costi!Woo,ooo
ROI: 1,300%

Before Activity 2: Burial of Shielding Blocks at Hanford

The shielding blocks from the LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory(LBL) decommissioned
Bewdacfacilityareconsideredto below-levelradioactivewaste(20 #radlhourabove
background).Theyconsistof variousshapesandsizes,totaling19,000 metrictons,
including5,900 metrictonsof high-densityconcrete.Thevolumeof theblocksis about
13,600 cubicmeters.Theblocksareto be transportedby railto Hanfordforburialat the
low-levelradiationsite.

After Activity 2: Reuse of Shielding Blocks at Brookhaven

This activity consist of the reuse of shielding blocks from LBL at the RHIC, Brookhaven
National Laboratory. Approximately 35% of the blocks will be reused. The remaining
shielding blocks will be shipped to Hanford for disposal.

.
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Table 2.5. Case Study 2 Shielding Block Reuse. Identification and screening of
exMinghazard& -

—

I I HazardSource I HazardSource

I I Before Activity I AfterActivity
Hazard Twe ! Consequences I - Block Burial I -Block Reuse

Exposure and
release to

workers and
public

Release to the

environment

Industrial safety

and health

(Worker injuries

or death from)

Exposure of operators to
hazardous material

Hazardous material release to the
environment

Hazardous exp osure to the public

Radiation hazard (ALARA) (ALARA)

External surfacecontamination
soil contamination
Surface and zroundwater lealcwe

off-gas(gas @=)
Airborne (particulate)

sanitary sewer

~

Electrical sources

Motion sources Large lifting machine Large lifting machine

Gravity-mass sources Moving large blocks Moving large blocks

Pressure sources

cold sources

Heat sources

Hazard Screening Discussion for Case Study 2: Beneficial Reuse vs Burial

The reductionof hazardousconsequencesis a resultof theeliminationof waste
associatedwithproducingnewshieldingblockmaterial.The35% of blocksto be sentto
Brook.havenreducetheamountto beburied,resultingina significantreductioninlandfill
burialcosts andanypotentialenvironmentalimpactfromlanddisposal.Thereis a
reductionin likelihoodof a hazardousindustrialeventbecausethereuseof theblocks
eliminatesthehandlingandtransportof newblocksforBNL by 3590.
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Table 2.6. Basis for Scoring Case Stiy 2.

Public Safety
and Health

Site ,Personnel
Safety &

Health

W

-’m?R--
Impact

Cost Effective
Risk Mgtnt

~
PWection

PS-3D
mm= 0.003

PS-3D
score =0.003

Before

SP-5D
score= 0.02

After
SP-5D
score=0.02

Before

CO-1OD
Mcore= 0.002
After
CO-1OD
wore=0.002
~
MI-13B
scorn=7.5

MI-13D
seole= .007s
Berore
CR-14A
score=40

CR- lS’D
score= .0015

EN-17C
score=20

After
EN-17C
Score=20

The only hazard for this activity is radiation tim the low level activation of the
shielding blocks. ‘Ilk level is Iodized and contained in the material. ‘Ihe only
exposure path to the public would be during off-site transportation or loss of
containment or migration. This is a short-term activity so the opportunities for an
public health accident are xehtively low, so the likelihood SCOEis low.
Hazards to the Dublic are the same as above. The nature of the contamination is low
level, localized; and contained in the material. The only exposure path to the public
is during off-site transportation. This is a short-term activity so the oppommities for
an acci&nt are relatively low, so the likelihood score is low.

Radiation hazard sources to workers are low and require no special handling. The
recognized hazards are primady industrial (motion ‘andgrati-ty mass types) and
couId occur during transportation and characterirAorI. This is a short-term activity
so the opportunities for an accident are relatively low, so the likelihood score is
low.
No significant change in hazards tim the previous activity. Radiation hazard
sourc;s to workers ~ low and require no special handling requirements.
Recognized hazards are primrily industrial (motion and gravity mass sources).
This is a short-term activity: opportunities for an accident are relatively low, so
likelihood score is low.

The burial activity for low level waste is allowed and designed to be within
compliance.

The beneficial reuse of the shielding blocks is presumed to be well within the
compliance guidance for BNL.

The nemtive inmact Would be il’omthe burial of the blocks which would take w
valuatk burial~sourceandreducesthecapacityfordisposalof materialat -
Hanford,therewould be a 4250 cubic meter reduction in burials pace available..
There is no apparent negative mission impact ftom the implementation of tbe
beneficial reuse. The lowest impact ranking is reflected in the score.

This activitv is one of 2 alternatives. Second alternative is the after activitv. For this
~temative,’total cost for shipping, characterization, and burial is -$41.8~. This
will reduce funda for other activities. Potential for incmred avoidable cost to
continue this process is more quantifiable than the other case studies and also meets
the threshold dollar amount of 2$2SM. So in this case a mnking value is assigned
independently.
Total for beneficial reuse is estimated at $4.2M. Total avoided waste is 4,250 cubic
meter of LLW. There is a significant ROI estimated at $37.6M. There is no capitaI
loss,so the lowest ranking is given.

Potential for release is due to 10SSof confinementand migration of material in the
designated burial facility. Release of LLW has a long-- environmental impact.
The environmental release paths are verylimitedand anY likelihoodof a release of
material would be due to a ;atastroplu.C* phenomena which is low likelihood.
Reuse reduces or postpones burial hazards by 35%. The severity and likelihood tue
not impacted significantly because of the remaining quantities. Future reuse
Opportunities would reduce the score to a lower impact and likelihood.
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Case Study 3: Elimination of Photochemical Wastes at LBL Through
Digital Imaging Photography

Before Activity: Wet Chemistry Photography

After Activity Digital Imaging

P2 Category: Process Replacement

Costi $350,000

ROI: 37%

BeforeActivity Y Wet Chemistry Photo~phY
Theexistingoperationat LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory(LBL) useswetphotographic
techniques.Potentialchemicalhazardsassociatedwiththisoperationincludeirritants
hornexposureto acidsandhazardouswastehandling,andtreatmentof spent
photographicsolutionscontainingsilver.

After Activity 3: Digital Imaging

LBL has converted from a wet chemical process involving 1,590 gal of chemical acid
waste per year to a digital photo laboratory,which requiresno chemicals. The system
consists of scanners,computers,workstations,digital ciimem, and highquality printers.
The replacement digital system produces no waste. The annual waste reduction is
6,000 kg of hazardous wastd year. Additional benefits are increased efficiency of
operation, reduced manpower requirements, and improved output quality.
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Table 2.7. Case Study 3 Digital Photography vs Photochemkxd Processes.
p..+m..u.. .d a*— ~.- n?-&&mu Imzmrcla
LuGsmALawawu — -a ww~ v= --9au* — -.

Hazard Source Haaard Source

Before Activity After Activity
HazardType Consequences -Wet Chem Photo - Digital Photography

Exposure and Exposure of operators to Acids, corrosives,
*lease to hazardous material irritants, silver metal

~orkers and Hazardous material release to the
mblic environment

Hazardous exposure to the public

Radiation hazard

criticality

Release to the External surface contamination

?nvirmment soil contamination

Surface and groundwater leakage

off-gas (gas phase)

Airborne (partkda te)

Sanitary sewer Spill and release of
photmhemicals

Off-site waste processing Neutralization of
chemicals

*
kdustrial safety Electrical sources

and health Motion sources

~orlcer injuries Gravity-mass sources

x death from:) Pressure sources

Cold sources

Heat sources

chemical sources Fumes, irritant, acid

Radiant sources

Biological sources

Ergonomics Repetitive stress injury

Hazard kUSSiOn of h Study 3

Hazardsassociated with the wet chemistry process are not significant and of low severity.
They are predominantly related to chemical exposures during photographic processing
and require limited operator contact with modem processes. The health hazards are in the
corrosive, irritant category or containment of metals, such as silver residue. The chemical
constituents are nonflammable. Although these hazards are eliminated with the
introduction of digital photography, there is no significant change in the hazard levels.
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Two primary waste streams could reach the public: 1590 @/y of acid disposed
ss kardous waste, and rinsewater released ttuu sanitary sewer. Amounts do not

score = 0.3 constitute major exposure risk. There is potential for inadvertent release during
waste processing or transportation, but mitigative barriers reduce accident
impact. Some silver residue in the waste stream could pose additional low-level
hazards.

After The digital techniques eliminate the potential release of haxardous materials to
PS-3D zero. The lowest score in this category is given, but it does not truly represent
Score =0.003 the low, reduced level of the hazard.

Hazards, primarily from irritants and fumes, are reduced with automated
Safety & chemical processes. A fire or earthquake cotdd cause fumes or a spill resulting

Health Score=l in worker contact. Severity is marginal depending on extent and location of the
spill.

~Af’ier The injuries sustained may be due to repetitive stress injuries from the increase
SP-7D of computer use. This type of injury is occurring more frequently as computer

compliance Nosignificant compliance issues for photochemicals. The process used standard
good practices and conforms to ES&H requirements for storagdhandling.

Score = 0.01 Violations of good and accepted practice would be primmily due to human

After Any compliance issues concerning the chemical hazards have been eliminated.
CO-llD There are no new compliance issues as a result of the digital video process.

Mission There are no significant issues regading mission impact.
Impact

There are no significant issues regarding mission impact..

The process generates 4000 kg of hazardous waste ~r year. ‘1’lM
Risk Mgmt photochemical process costs on the order of several hundred thousand annually

with waste processing. This amount does not qualify for this category, which
needs to be greater than a $lM. ‘Me lowest ranking is given. The potential for an
incurred avoidable cost to continue this process is not apparen~ therefore, this
activity is assigned the lowest RPM score to establish the basis for score the

‘l’heactivity cost is $350,000 and total savings (at NW) over 5 years is
$877,000. This amount does not meet the criteria to qualify for this category

Environmental Before Inadvertent releases of material through the sanitary sewer system are possible
Protection EN-18B due to human error or accidental drum spill during processing of the acid.

score =20 Environmentaldamageis not extensivebecauseof the relativelysmall amount.
The toxicitylevelis alsodiluted.Thepresenceof silverchangesthe toxicity to a

After Thereareno signitlcantissuesregarding environmentalimpact.
EN-lSD
Scora= 0.002
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Case Study 4: Argonne National Laboratory Dry-Ice Pellet
Decontamination System

Before activity: Wet chemical decontaminationof leadbricks

After activity: C@ cleaning process for decontamination

P2 Category: Process Enhancement

C.osti $485,167

ROI: 149%

Before Activity: Wet-Acid Process for Decontamination

Argonne decontaminates surface-contaminated lead bricks (low-level radioactive
contamination) for reuse or disposal as nonradioactive waste. The amount of
contaminated material (assuming”that without scrapping, the surface of the entire brick is
considered hazardous) is 246 metric tons of mixed UW. Surface contamination on lead
bricks is decontaminated using conventional mechanical and chemical processes, such as
sandblasting and scrubbing with rags soaked in acid. This process generates mixed waste
and has a high level of potential exposure to the worker.

After Activity: Dry-Ice Decontamination

The alternativeoptionis theuseof dry-ice(C02) pelletsto decontaminatethesurface.
The systemis composedof a pelletizerthatmakescarbondioxidepelletsanda diesel-
drivenaircompressorusedto blastthepelletsontothesurface(scouringthesurface)to
be decontaminated.Theprocessis containedina modifiedglovebox.Thepellets
evaporateto C02 gas, whichis releasedthrougha controlledventilationsystem.The only
wastestreamis thecontaminateddebris.
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rable 2.9. Case SMV 4. Identification and screening of exist& hazards.

Hazard Discussion of Case Study 4

The primary hazard reductions in this catego~ are the elimination of mixed waste and the
exposure of the worker to hazardous materials. Mixed waste is generated in both cases;
however, the before scenario generates caustic, liquid mixed waste, whereas the after
option generates only dry mixed-waste debris. In many cases, the liquid form has the
potential for more severe consequences in the event of an accident. Therefore, the before
option has more severe consequences, and the after option has lower relative risk.
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Table 2.10. Basis for Ranking Case Study 4.

Exposure fkoxncaustic, liquid mixed wastes. LLW. Possible dispersal as part
and Health of waste-stream processing. The mixed waste would have to defeat

containment ftom an external event from the activitv tasks.
SoliL dry mixed waste &bris. LLW. Possible dispersal as part of waste-

PS-3C stream processing. ‘Ilw scenario could be inadvertent release or by the failure
score =&3 of a mitigative barrier

Potential exposure of operators to liquid mixed waste, acid fumes during
scrubbing. Industrial lwards are fmm moving heavy material, chemical

Health
Potential exposure of operators to solid mixed waste debris. LLW exposure if

SP-6C there is a failure of the glove box
Seore=l

Compliance Before Reduction of mixed waste material on-site, allows for easier reuse, or
Co-lot disposal.Compliance issues are allowable limits of waste storage.
aeon = 0.2
After Reductionof mixedwastematerialon-site,allowsfor easierreuse,or
Co-lot disposal.Complianceissuesareallowablelimits of waste storage.
aeore=o.2

Mission More No mission impact.
Impact MI-13D

score = 0.0075
After No missionimpact.

MI- 13D
score = 0.0075

The infrastructure requirementtsamminiaud .’fheproce ssdoesresultina
Risk Mgmt reduction of mixed-waste mated. The potential for an incurred avoidable

assigned the lowest RPM score to establish it as the basis for ranking the after

Total Case Study coats is $48S,167. The projected savings in reduction in
processing and disposal is $L21O,OOO

PotentiaI impact during mixed-waste prcnhct certification, processing, and
Protection transportation. Any release would be considered significant because of the no

rad added requirement
Reduced potential for accidental release because solid mixed-waste material

EN-17D
9eom=0.02
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Case Study 5: Electroplating Waste ~tiOn

Before Activity: Standardplating

After Activity: Environmentally conscious manufacturing

P2 Category: Waste Stream Reduction, Process Enhancement

Costs: TBD

ROI: $500,000 annlltiy

Before Activity: Standard Plating Methods

Standardelectroplating methods require the use of acids, vapor decreasing, and the
discharge of rinse water to the sewer. The current scenario would continue to use acids
for plating and would maintain processes that entail expensive compliance requirements.

After Activity: Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing

The application of environmentally conscious manufacturing (KM) methods to
electroplating is described in detail in the document UCRL-JC-1 15709. The after
scenario in this case study would substitute or apply the following processes:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Good housekeeping, including inventory control and changes in operating practices.
Waste reduction, including material substitution.
Separation technology enhancement and replacement, including process synthesis and
engineering.
Elimination of cadmium plating and the substitution of zinc-nickel.
Elimination of hexavalent chromium plating to satisfy airquality regulations.
Segregation of cyani& solutions to prevent contammation and reduce costs.
Elimination of cyanide solutions using noncyanide silver plating, copper
pyrophosphate processes.
Replacement of vapor decreasing with aqueous cleaning processes and water-recycle
systems: ultrasonic, soak and electrolytic cleaning, high pressure water.
Changing rinse practices to save over 3M gaily using modiiled continuous-flow
systems at spray stations. Recycling rinse water (60,000 gal/y).
Elimination of concentrated acids in the cleaning of aluminum parts.
Conservation efforts, including reducing solution temperatures during off hours,
product return, precious metal recovery, and reducing the volume of silver cyanide
solutions.
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~ble=211. Case Study 5. Standard electroplating vs environmentally- -.-Q-- TJ--tia--4.. .-A “--”a”. he*4Ana hammdm
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HazardSource HazardSource
BeforeActivity AfterActivity

HazardType consequences - StandardProcess - ECM hCeSS

kposure and Exposure of operatom to Qwmical handling Reduced or eliminated
elease to workers hazardous material COlltWtduring material
md plating

n.lblic Hazardous material release to the Release during fire or Reduced or eliminated
environment spill material

Hazardous exposure to the public Airborne plume from Reduced material
fire available for source

Radiation hazard (AI.ARA)

Critic!sllity

?elease to the External surface contamination Spill of materials Reduced or eliminated
mvironment material

soil contamination Storage or disposal
accident

Surface and groundwater leakage Storage or disposal
accident

Off-gas (gas phase) Solvents Reduced or eliminated
material

Airborne (particdate) Fumesfromfire
Sanitarysewer Releaseofrinse water .-
Off-sitewaste Processing Solventand aad

disposal~ d~ ~
hdustrial Safety Electricalsources Electrode,current
md Health Motionsources
~orker injuries Gravity-masssources
Jr death fronx) Pressuresources High-pressure sprayers

cold sources
Heat sources Heated baths

chemical sources Fumes, add burns Reduced or eliminated
material

Radiant souxces

Biological sources

Ergonomics

Transportation Road hazards Disposal of chemicals Reduced or eliminated
material
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Hazard Discussion of Case Study 5: Standard Electroplating vs Replacement and
Reduction of Waste Streams and Hazardous Materials via Process Improvements
and Changes

The new option resultsin a reduction in hazards due to a significant reduction of
hazardous materials and wastes. The activities are also modified to reduce the potential
for inadvertent release.

Any new hazardsthatare introduceddo not contributein a significant way to the
consequences. The severityof the consequences are reduced with the new activity, but
the initiatingaccidents have not changed; thus,the likelihood remainsconsistent with
respect to the before and afteractivities.

For example, the modes of emission, such as spills andpossible release to the sewer
system are still present.However, several mitigationcontrol levels are put in place to
prevent signitlcantreleases to theenvironmentand the public duringnormal operations.
Controls may be compromised or bypassed by new migrationpathsduringcatastrophic
events. In eithercase, the rankingusing the RPM reflects a low delta value.
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Table 212. Basis for Ranking Case Study 5.

Public Safety Exposure fkomliquid waste streams by an external event or natural
and Health phenomena during on-site and off-site storage, processing, and

Reduced material processed. Releases to the public are through sanitary
sewer, or by a failure of a mitigative barrier, or by human error during

Solvents and acids can be splashed or spilled during routine operations.
safety & There is also potential for exposure ffom liquid waste streams by an

Health external event or natural phenomena duringon-siteand off-sitestorage,

Reducedand substitutedsolventsandacidmaterialto be splashedor
SP-6C $@edduringroutineO@OllS.
score= 1.0

Compliance Re@itiOllS for ChemiCdS inWINNUItSand typeS. The risk is if the
regulations for amounts and types of materials used are changed.

Reduced amounts of materhd. Risk is reduced because of material

Mission Mission would be impacted only to the extent that the electroplating
Impact MI-1x facility supports other mission projects.

score = 0.75
After No change from before. Only impact is the extent to which the facility
MI-1X! supportsothermissionprojeets.
score = 0.75

CoatEffective Before No real10ssof capability from loss of facility or during continued
Risk Mgrnt CR-MD operations. ‘IEepotential for an incurred avoidable cost to continue this

SeOre= 0.0015 process is not apparent therefore, this activity is assigned the lowest RPM
score.

After Savings on the order of $500,0(M)per year.
CR- MD

Catastrophic external or natural event could result in unmitigated release
Protection ofmtid@ ti_m*-stig a@. Eff@@mtie

score = 0.02 environment arc not irrevemible.
After Catastrophic event could result in unmitigated release of material to the

groti or ss _ -g a k. Severity is reduced from the substitution
and reduction of material. Effects to the environment are not irreversible.
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Summary of Case Study Evaluation

The methodology we employed was inten&d to provide a realistic approach to risk
screening. Although our risk assessment is more qualitative than a formal probabilistic
risk assessmen~ the process we used, when combined with DELPHI techniques (using
expert opinion), offers the advantage of quick and cost-effective implementation.

The five selected case studies illustrate across-section of pollution prevention activities
that may be implemented. From the case studies, we can compare how the RPM scoring
method impacts pollution prevention activities and their risk score. The risk score is
important because it is one factor that determines whether a project receives funding. The
ranking scores determined are considered to be representative of pollution prevention and
are accurate to within a few ranking groups. This degree of accuracy (or possible error) in
our scoring would not significantly change final conclusions concerning the low ranking
given to pollution prevention by the RPM.

Table 2-13 and Figure 1 show how the five case studies compare to one another with
respect to the deftitions of the RPM consequence categories and using the hazard
screening technique outlined previously (Tables 2.3 through 2.12). Figure 2 is a graph of
the net RPM risk ranking, which would be used to score the Activity Data Sheets.

Finally, we show how the costknefit of pollutionpreventionactivitiescouldbe better
representedusinga modifkdRPM CostEffectiveRiskManagementCategoryscale.
Table2-14 showsthenewrankingsforeachcase study.

Evaluation of the RPM Ranking

Tables 2.4,2.6,2.8,2.10, and2.12 show the scoring of identifiedhazardconsequences
between each of the activitieswith respect to the six RPM categories we considered:
public Safety and Heal@ Site Personnel, Compliance, Mission Impact, Cost Effective
Risk Management, and EnvironmentalProtection. This section compiles those scores in
tables and figures to illustratethepoints discussed in Section 1.

The figures provide some insight into the types of hazardous consequences associated
with pollution prevention and how they are ranked in the RPM. They also provide a sense
of whitt p~hrs (bred type, source term, tiec~d pop~ation, etc.) wc at issue when
assessing the implementation of an activity. An important result is that the RPM tends to
rank pollution prevention activities low. In so doing, the process gives a false impression
by not attributing merit to such activities.

Figure 1 plots the distribution of RPM values for the combined before and after activities
for a total of 60 RPM score entries (five case studies x two scenarios x six RPM
consequence categories). The results are grouped into bins: from Oto 0.01,0.01 to 1, 1 to
5,5 to 10, 10 to 50, and 50 to 3000. The majority of scoring values are in the lowest bins.
On the RPM scale, which ranges from Oto 3000,59 of the 60 entries received a rank of
10 or less. This result clearly illustrates that although the activities may actually have
considerable merit, according to the RPM, the majority of the activities are ranked very
low indeed.
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Histogram
aggregate of all RPM ranking values
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Figure 1. ~ of RPM mnkings values listed in Tables 2.4, 2.6, 2.8,

2.10, and 2.12. The values are all less than 50 with the majority 5 or beiow.
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Net Risk Reduction

Table 2.13 assigns a ranking to each case study according to the net change in risk for the
before and after options. The data are organized by rows for each of the Risk-Based
Priority Model consequence categories. (See Appendix B for a more detailed description
of each of the RPM consequence categories.)

F@re 2 is a graph of the roll-up of the difference in rankings. This is the actual net ADS
risk-reduction score used to compare the individual case studies in terms of risk reduction
by implementation of the new afteractivity.

Table 2.13 demonstrates that introducing anew option can result in(1) little change in
the operational and health risk (rank O), (2) a positive benefit (rank MI), or (3) additional
problems (rank <O).Case Study 1 is an example of the latter result. Here, a negative
value is assigned because resale may slightly increase risk. In contras~ Case Study 2 is an
example of a positive benefit. The change in rank of +39.998 is driven by the high return
of investment of more than $37M and signifies a desirable risk reduction.

Key for Table 213.

IA ranking Comparisonof before and afteractivities.

s) A reasonable benefit. The after activity has a positive effect, reflected in a
positivenumericalvalue.Thisrankingis assignedif thereis a beneficial
changeinhazardousconsequencesbetweenthebeforeandafteractivities.

o Negligibleor no changeinbenefitbetweentheoptions.Thereis no
substantivechangeinhazardousconsequencesbetweenthebeforeandafter
activities.

4 Theafter activity may createadditionalhazardousconsequences,reflectedin
a negativenumericalvalue.Thisrankingis assignedif thereis a negative
chan=einhazardousconsequencesbetweenthebeforeandafteractivities.
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Table 2A3. RPM A Ranking of Pollution Prevention Case Studies

1 2 3
Before Activity openbl#n of Land diSpOsid Photochemical

of shielding process
blocks

After Activity HE resale Block reuse for Vlde(haging
new shielding

Public Safety and
Health

ARPM Basis o 0 Om
~

Site Pcrsonne 1
Safety & Health

ARPM Basis .1 0 0.9

compliance

ARPM Basis

Mission Impact
ARPMBasis

Cost Effective
Risk Mgmt*
ARPMBasis

Environmental
Protection

ARPMBasis o 0 1.99s
(EN16,17,18) i

4 5
Wetchemical Conventional

decontamination electroplating
of lead bricks
C02 cleaning Waste stream

processfor reductionand
decontamination process

replacement

o I 2’7

9.0 1.0
m

I
o I o

0 I o

+
19s

I
o

*This categoryisanalogous to the Mortgage Reduction MBM category.

The risk benefit is given as the di&erence between rank values for the “before” and
“afted’ activities (before - after= benefit) using the ES&H Risk-Based Priority
Model (RPM). The higher tbe valu%the greater the relative benefit (e.~ the largest
benefit of 39.9985 appears in Case Study 2 for Cost Effective Risk Management).
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Pollution Prevention: Low Risk Benefit per RPM

After applying RPM scoring, all five case studies showed relatively low elimination of
hazard consequences. (The highest benefit scored in Table 2.13 for the safety category is
only 9 out of a possible 3000). We reviewed several categories of consequences, and the
delta impact was relatively low, even for catastrophic events.

This resultcan be attributed to several factors.

● The process reviewed had no real risk.
c The cases reviewed were relatively safe projects because of imposed and regulatory

controls.
c The newoptionprovideda onlysmallincrementalchangeto theoriginaloperation.

Sum Total of Case Study RPM Rankings

50.00

~ 20.00
&
a

10.00

0.00

.

I 1 2 3 4 5

Casa Studies

U19203~4~5

-Z Smti~for*Am*dy, titie*gek_fortie *WM
categories between the before andafteractivities.Thechangesarerelativeto the
before activity (the higher the value the greater the aggregate benefit of the 6
categories). The highest value for Case Study 2 is driven by the high return of
investment (more than WM)O
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Alternative Cost Scale
When currentcost/benefitscoresareusedforriskcomparisonsto othercompeting
activities,theexistingscoringsystemis lesslikelyto favorpollutionprevention
activities.l%e currentscalefortheCostEffectiveRiskManagementcategorycontains
two levels,whichfalleitheraboveor below$1 to $5M annually forcost savingdlostof
investment.Theproblemwiththiscurrentriskscaleis thatit hasa highcost savings
threshold,whichdiscriminatesagainstthemajorityof lower-costlevelpollution
preventionactivitiesandassignsessentiallya zeroscore.

For example, the RPM scoring of an activity using the existing scale does not
acknowledge the inherent value and cost savings for three of the five case studies we
have presented. Because these case studies did not meet the minimum 2$lM/year
requirement, the RPM scales did not reflect any improvement. Such discrimination in
scoring is clearly illustrated in Table 2.13 (see Net risk reduction score for the case
studies). When our Case Studies 1 through 5 were scored by the RPM, they were given a
net cost risk reduction of-1 .4985, 39.9988,0,0, and O,respectively (these values are the
change for implementing the new “after” activity and replacing the old “before” activity).
For Case Study 1, the value of -1.4985 for the resale of HE is due to the initial capital
costs required to implement the activity. Only Case Study 2, which involved the reuse of
shielding blocks, received a positive score (+39.9988) because it involved the potential
savings of $42M. The score of zero was assigned to the last three case studies because the
expected cost savings (return on investments) were, respectively: $900,000/5 years,
$1,210,000 one-time savings, and $500,000 annually.

The scoring for the RPM category, Cost Effective Risk Management, would better
represent the benefit of pollution prevention activities by use of a higher-resolution scale.
The scale sho~d score the dollar amount of the expected loss (net cost) or benefit
(avoidable cost). Such a scale would provide a linear range of costs using an
extrapolation of the existing RPM range and the existing weights to maintain its
relationship with the other categories. Proposed activities can result in cost increases or
decreases. Since under the RPM system undesirable consequences receive high scores,
cost increases would receive a high score and cost decreases would receive a low score.
A zero cost change would be given an intermediate score. Instead of the two levels now
used for si@lcsnt and moderate avoidable costs a range of levels from Oto 320 would
be used. As is described below, this scaling is consistent with the existing RPM scales
and weights. Such scaling is only one example of a possible approach to enhance the
current method, and further refinement would be needed if implemented.

We suggest a revision of the risk scoring system to extend the range for the current
values. The range of the scale would extrapolate the range of cost savings from the
existing score of 40 for total avoidable cost of $25M to a new scoring range of +160 for a
$1OOMincremental loss (i.e., $1OOIW$25M= 4). The sde should be linear, and the
range should reflect the net costs of some projects as well as the savings. The total scale
would range from -160 for a net benefit of $1OOMto +160 for a net cost of $1OOMover
the lifetime of the activity. For convenience we can offset the score by 160 so that the
range is from Oto 320, setting the nominal value for no benefit or loss to +160 (e.g., the
existing situation would always receive a score of 160). The scale would also inclu& the
option of basing the scoring on annual cost. Using the same method and scale detailed
above, the range for annual cost would be $1OMannual savings= score 320, and annual
net cost of $1OM= score O.Both scales are shown in Figure 3.

The scoringvaluesusingtherevisedscaleinTable2.14 are&rivedfromthecase study’s
netdollaramountof Cost Savings,or NetLoss whicheveris relevant.Thedollaramount
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is plotted onto the scale in figure 2.3 and the score is interpolated from the scale range of
Oto 320. The risk benefit is accounted for in the net dollar amounts required for the
revised scale and is equivalent to the original RPM scale (before - after= risk benefit).
For this revised scale the greater the reduction in risk the lower the number is (that is,
under RPM, more favorable outcomes receive lower scores).

For an example of annual costs, the cost savings for Case study 5 is + $0.5M annually
which interpolates to a score ofi

160- (($0.51W+$10M)*16O)= 152.

For an exanmle of total costs, the cost savinm for Case study 2 is + $37.6.M total over
the life of th; activity which hterpolates to ~score of -

160- (($37.6NU+$100M)*16O)=100.

Ranking on an Annual Costs Basis

case study 3 Case Study5
Annual rank= 157 rank= 152 ad
Net Benefit Net Cost
+ $1OM

Scoreo 160 320

- on a Total Costs Bds

:..1-1 Qiiisl%fiNet Benefit C= SMY 2

score o

FIT

CaseStudy4 160 320
rank = 158

Figure 3. Revised RPM Scale.
Revised scoring scale for RPM category for Cost Effective Risk Management. The scale is used to
evaluate the full range of characteristics of any activity for two different cost scales. Annual and
Total. l%e greater the score b larger the risk.
Annual cost savingK
Range from a total net cost of +$1OM(score= 320) to -$1OM(i.e., net benefit) (score= O).An
activity with no net cost benefit or loss would be scored in middle of the range (score= 160).
TotaI coat savings:
Range from a total net cost of +$1OOM(score= 320) to -$IOOM(i.e., net benefit) (score= O).An
activity with no net cost benefit or loss would be scored in middle of the mnge (score =160).

Case Study 1 is shown as a no net change because actual costs of the “after” resale activity were
not available.
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Table 2.14 shows the higher scores for each of our case studies after applying the
revised annual costlbenefit scale in Figure 3. The mwised risk score values are
compared to the original values in Table 2.13. An example of how this revised
scale would change the RDS scoring can be shown by comparing how a +$25M
activity now compares to the case studies. Using the revised scale the risk benefit
score for a +$25M total savings activity would be scored as 120. Under the
existing risk scoring method described above, four of these activities received O
credit for their cost savings. This alternative scoring approach gives each activity
an appropriate credit for its cost savings..

.

Table 2.14. Alternate Scale for Cost Effective Risk Management Category. The
revised scale is the new scale shown in Figure 3.

r- tudy Study Study Case Study Study
1 2 3 4 5

BeforeActivity Openburnof LanddiSpOSdof Photo-chemical Wetchemical Conventional
HE shielding blocks process decontamination of electroplating

lead bricks
ARer Activity HE resale Block reuse for Video-imaging CC)2cleaning waste stream

new shielding process for reduction and
decontamhation Pm@=

replacement

Cost Effective
Risk Mgmt(l) score score score score score

Absolute Value 160 100 157 158 152
RevieedSeele
CostEffective

RiskMgmt
ARPM Baais(2) o 60 3 2 8
RevisedScale

..-

= ~60is no net gain or loss.~wer valuesshowgreatercost savings~Highervrduesshow- losses to
investment.

(2) Based on modified RPM cost effectiveness scale: ARPM = 160 (before) - X (after). The higher the
vahte the better the cost savings.
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Section 3

Outline of Recommended Training for

Conducting RPMM4EM Assessments

Using the MEM/RPM framework effectivelyrequires a basic knowledge of risk
analysis and probability, as well as skills in defining scenarios, identifying
consequences, and assessing likelihoods. The guidance for using MEM/RPM
should include knowledge and training in these areas. Although it is possible to
provide this instruction in the form of a manual, the material to be presented
include somewhat sophisticated concepts of probability and risk analysis. It is
our observation that the EM MEM training package provides valuable
instruction and information on applying the tools, however, to the untrained risk
or decision analyst these concepts are undoubtedly difficultto comprehend
without more focused and relevant -g to their particular situations.
Accordingly, we believe that it is probably more effective to present such
material in a course with lectures, and examples, so there is an opportunity for
interactive dialogue to discuss methodology.

The overall process can be broken down into the following six steps. A brief
description of the type of information considered necessary for personnel
required to use these tools for selecting and r-g projects is outlined below.

Step 1: Identify actions that can be taken (including status quo)

Product: a set of possible activities that are intended to improve
operations and reduce risks at a site. The set should have a reasonable
likelihood of covering all of the objectivesat the siteand they should be
relatively independent of eachother.

Key skill: D@zing the objectives and concerns at a site, identij@zg
actwns to meet them. Grouping actions to accountfw their interactions.

The definition of “activities” to be evaluated can have a substantial effect on the
usefulness of the excercise. We note in Section 1 that the current system focuses
on activities rather than on meeting objectivesat a site. The training would assist
users to more systematically define the site objectivesand the factors that hinder
accomplishment of those objectives,so that activities can effectivelybe grouped,
ranked and compared. This training segment would focus on the following
issues:
● Defining activities to focus on objectivesat a site
● Grouping activities appropriately for evaluation
● Defining time frames for activities (e.g., defining “before” and “after”

eliminating the ambiguity of “during”)
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Step 2: Dellne scenarios

Product: A set of scenariosjbr eachproposed activity that represent
sequences of events resulting in impacts. The set of scenarios represents
pathways to impacts that maybe amelimated by the activity.

Key skill: hientz~ng sequences of events which cover the range of
vlausible occurrences and contribute the most to risk.

Under the MEIWRPM approach only one scenario is used to evaluate the risk before an
activity is implemented and one scenario is used to evaluate the risks after the activity is
implemented (the scenarios can be the same or different). Because only one scenario can
be used to score all of the impacts, the choice of scenarios can greatly distort the results
of the analysis. We recommend that the user be allowed to use more than one scenario
when appropraite. I?undamentally, a user must be careful to review a range of possible
scenarios and then select the one that best represents the risk reduction from the activity.
The training will emphasize the following issues with respect to selecting scenarios that
best represent the risks:
● “Routine” vs. “Off-normal”:

The scenario under which a proposed activity is evaluated can be one involving
either “routine” (normal) operation or an “unexpected” (offnormal) performance
of the process to which it is lied or that it involves.

FIn many cases, it may be pre erable to evaluate an activity based on normal
operations under which small amounts of material maybe released continuously
to the atmosphere, rather than a scenario involving a single major offnorrnal
performance releasing substantial material to the environment. The reason, as
explained in Section 2, is that the magnitude of the risk is the combined
probability of both the event occuming and the consequence or impact resulting,
given the event does happen.

Even if the impact is low in the case of routine operation, the likelihood of
occurrence of that impact is known to be virtually certain. Alternatively, if the
impact is thought to be significant for the offhonnal performance scenario, the
likelihood of occurrence of that impact maybe substantially lower than in the
case of normal operation, because the product of the probability of that event
occurring is so extremely small. Thus, the risk associated with the normal
operation might be larger.

This isparticularly relevant to evaluating risks of implemented pollution
prevention activities versus the status quo, where eliminating a hazardous material
through pollution prevention actions would greatly minimize risk in a catastrophic
event. Examples of each of these scenarios would be presented and discussed.

● Use of plausd%le,supportable scenarios

Only those scenarios that are plausible and supportable empirically (i.e., verifiable
by experience, observation, or expxirnental data that they happened, can happen,
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or nearly happened during assembly, operation, or disassembly) should be given
any consi&ration. Using unplausible scenarios is considered “gaming” and
should be l’eCOg’IliZe& as such.

● Specit3cation of the scenarios for the “after” condition
Careful attention should be paid as to whether or not the “After” scenario should
differ dramatically from the one used for assessing “Before” implementation of
the activity. This decision should be made based on maximking valuation of the
likelihood of occurrence of the particular impacts for the “Before” and “Aftefl
time frames, so that generally the smallest difference in reduction of impacts
between the “Before” and the “Aftef’ situations is obtained. This leads to the
most conservative approximation of the reduction in impacts.

Step 3: Identify potential consequences

Product: A description of the range @consequences that could resultfiom
each of the scenarios identified in & prem”ousstep.

Key skill: SUj)icient knowledge of thephysical processes involved to
iiintzjij the range of consequences that could plausibly resultfrom a
scenario.

A full risk analysis would include all of the consequences that are possible from a
scenario and would integrate over them. In the RPM/MEM structure, only one
set of consequence levels is allowed. Thus the selection of consequences can have
substantial effect on the results. The user needs to have a clear understanding of
the range of consequences that can result from an activity.

Step 4: AsaeM Iikel.beds of consequences under scenarios

Product: Estimates of the likelihood that a given consequencewill arise
jhrn a g“ven scenafl”o.

Key skill: Understanding probability computations, and making
vrobabilitv estimates.

In the MEIWRPM framework, the user is asked to develop an estimate of the probability
(or frequency) that a given consequence will arise from a given scenario. This requires
an estimate of the likelihood of the scenario and an estimate of the likelihood that the
consequence will occur, given that the scenario has occurred. The overall likelihood of
the consequence is the product of the two.In making the assessments of likelihoods there
are a number of opportunities for misconceptions and errors. A user must be versed in
the estimation and computation of probabilities to make the required assessments and
computations. Guidance will be provided to assist the usen

● Determining the likelihood of consequence
● Determine the likelihoods of impacts, given scenarios
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Like the scenarios, these two probabilities should be supported by experience,
observation, or experimental data that they happened, can happen, or nearly happened.
The training will review how this information can be obtained or determined by expert
opinion. -

step 5: Summadze overall impacts from a potential activity

Product: A composite risk valuefor an activity computed by summing up 1
the risk vahiesjbr each category.

IKev skill: Overall perspective to ensure consistency in evaluations to yield

Ia ;asonable appro~~te the risk value that would-be obtainedfiom ajidl-
scale risk assessment.

A full-scale risk assessment integrates over all SCeMI’iOSand ~ Consequences.
The R.PM/MEM approach is an abbreviation that considers only one scenario of
events and one set of consequences. This understates risk. Training will assist
the user identify a combination of scenario and consequence that gives
maximum risk value.

As recommended in Section 1, the training would assign numerical values to the cells in
the MEM, similar to the RPM method and demonstrate how these values can assigned.

Step 6: Rank actions and select the preferred ones, within budget

Product: A ranking of all proposed actionsand a recomrnendiztionas to
which should bejimdkd.

Key skill: Correctly assessing the costs of the actions and determining
hen@/costs ratio.

We have recommended earlier that activities be ranked based on benefit/cost
ratios rather than on absolute improvements in benefits (as is currently
recommended in RPM). Making this calculation requires an estimate of the
cost of implementing an activity. The user should be versed in techniques for
cost evaluation. It often will not be immediately obvious which costs should
be included in the cost estimation. Generally the costsconsidered should be
those costs which are constrained since the fundamental theory of the
benefit/cost method assumes that one is attempting to efficiently allocate a
constrained resource. The training would provide the user with a basic
understanding of the technique so as to correctly identify those costs that
should be included.
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Appendix A

Hazard Category Checklist

IndustrialSafetyandHealth Hazards. CategoriesforstandardES&H hazards:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Electrical sources (high voltage, capacitors, batteries, electrostatics)
Motion sources (moving and rotating machinery, sharp objects)
Gravity-mass sources (falling objects, falling, tripping, earthquake)
Pressure sources (confined-gas-pressure, chemical reactions, stressed mechanical
systems, noise, explosives)
Cold sources (cryogenic, weather)
Heat sources (s- friction, chemical reactions, solar, electrical, spontaneous
combustion)
Chemical sources (corrosives, flammables, toxic, radioactive, carcinogenic)
Radiant sources (infrared sources, intense visible light, lasers, ultraviolet, magnetic
and electric fields, x-rays, ionizing radiations, nuclear criticality)
Biological sources
Ergonomics (includes operations subject to repetitive stress disorders)
Oxygen deficiency. (closed vessels, confined spaces, special breathing apparatus)

Exposure and release to workers and public:
Hazardous and radioactive material exposure and release. Ident@ the speciiic population
that may be affected by hazardous, radioactive, and mixed waste. Defined according to
the accepted levels for the severity of consequence of an operational event, where:

s Exposure of operators to hazardous material
● Hazardous material release to the environment
● Hazardous Exposure to the public (includes exposure of on-site workers)
● Radiation Hazard - includes exposure of the worker, public and environment
● Criticality. This category has unique radiological exposure issues and requirements

for standards.

Transportation:

s Containment is where a loss of containment due to a drum rupture, puncture, or a
packaging barrier fails during any handling of packages includes loading, unloading
or transporting material

● Road hazard is the loss of containment due to an accident or collision on the road
during transport. hazard can then result in a source term.

Release to the Environment

Method of hazardous and radioactive material dispersion and contamination. Identifies
the mechanism and source term path for the release of hazardous and/or radioactive
material to the environment. The metrics of time (amount of time for migration of the
radioactive material) and phase (gas, liquid, or solid) of the radioactive source material
are assessed for each operation to determine if the method of dispersion and
contamination is ndated.

● External contamination of surfaces by radioactive waste (residual radioactive material
from packaging found on containers, packaging, and handling equipment)
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“ Soil contamination (radioactive waste material that has been released and has
migrated beyond the containment barriers to the ground)

“ Surface/ground water leakage (radioactive materials released to the environment via
surface water, including rain or treated sewage, or migration to the ground water
table)

● Off-gas (the gas phase transfer of radioactive material; includes tritium)
‘ Airborne (particulate release of TRU particulate generated in a fire)
● Sanitary sewer (monitored waste stream of treated water; includes storm drains).
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Appendix B
Descri tion of RPM Conse uence Categories

& &aedin Table2.1thro Table2.12)

Public Safety and Health

Category Definition: This category impacts the public safety and health, including
potential adverse impacts on the safety and health of the off-site population surrounding a
facility (three severity levels).

The only case study that had significantpositive hazard change in hazard consequences
in this category was Case Study 5- electroplating. This was due to a significant reduction
in hazardous liquids used for the electroplating process. The potentialexposurepaths for
the existing activity through a number of spill, fm, or disposalscenarioswereall reduced
through the new process reduction of hazardous materials.

The other case study processes either did not have a public exposure path, or it was in
compliance and maintained within acceptable exposure levels. An example of the fmt
case is Case Study 3 for wet chemistry, and Case Study 4 for the clesning of lead bricks.
Both have no real exposure path of a significant hazardous material to the public. An
example of exchange of material paths is Case Study 1 (openburnandresale),where
emission modalities are airborneversus waste water, but in both cases withinacceptable
hazardous material levels.

Site Personnel Safety and Health

Category Definition: This category impacts the public safety and health, including
potential adverse impacts on the safety and health of individuals inside the facility
boundary. This includes visitors (four severity levels).

In case study 1 we found that the proposed action could increase the risk rather than
decrease it. Additional problems are introduced in terms of hazards. This case study was
scored as not as beneficial as the other case studies for this category because the resale
option requires additional processing for the HE. The processes are extensive enough that
more hazards are introduced to the worker as part of the size reduction and reformulation
and consequently more opportunities for an accident.

At the other end of the spectrum is Case Study 5 (electroplating), which is rated as
providing a positive benefit. The process removes and reduces the hazardous material to
which workers can potentially be ex

r
seal.The processes were also modified to be more

worker friendly. The combination o changes in the new option significantly changes the
opportunity and severity of the consequences during an off-normal event during normal
operations, or as the result of a catastrophic event.

Compliance

Category Definition: Compliance, including failures to comply with laws, regulations,
compliance agreements, Executive Orders, DOE Orders,and Implementation Plans for
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) recommendations. Such failure may
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adversely affect the confidence of the DOE or other agencies in the ability of the facility
to operatewhileprotectingthepublic,worker,andenvironment(fourseveritylevels).

For thiscategory,theimpactis bestillustratedfor CaseStudy1 (openburn),where
regulatoryexposurelevelsarereducedandopenburncanno longerremainin
compliance.Theimplementationof theresaleoptionallowsthedispositionof HE to
continuewhileeliminationof theout-of-compliancecondition.

By thesamemeans,theothercase studiescouldalsomaintainregulato~ complianceif
exposureanddisposallimitswerereducedby reductionof wastestreams.Examplesare
theelectroplatingmaterialsubstitutionof acids,or eliminationof themixedwastestream
inthedry-icecleaningof LLW leadbricks.Resaleis stillthemostsignificantchange,in
termsof impactto compliance,becauseit wouldbe moredifficultandexpensiveto scale
theburnprocessor processtheemissionsthanfortheothercase studies.

Mission Impact

Category Definition: This category includes potential adverse impacts on the ability to
perform the current and Mum missions of the facility (two severity levels).

Case Study 2 involves a positive impact on the mission with the reuse of shielding
blocks. The reuse allows the blocks to benefit the mission at Brookhaven for reducing
costs on the RHIC experiment and providing a necessary safety barrier. The reuse also
positively impacts the mission at Hanford by not reducing the waste burial space
available.

The other case study options involve similar activities that are effective regardless of
meeting the needs of the missions. For example, the disposition of weapon HE can be
accomplished with either open burn or resale.

Cost Effective Risk Management

Category Definition: cost effectiveness including mortgage reduction, which includes
potential accidental losses to a facility’s capital investment (buildings, equipment) or an
existing opportunity for cost savings, such as infrastructure upgrades, management
systems upgrades, or improved program development (two severity levels).

An example for this category specifically related to pollution prevention is taken from the
RPM training document, as follows:

Afacility plans to perform a pollution preventionhvaste minimization opportunity
evaluation on one segment of thefacility’s process and to implement waste minimization
actiw”tiesbased on thefindings of the evaluation. Preliminary evaluations have indicated
that the resulting waste reduction would substantially reduce disposal costs. It is
estimated that costs could be reduced by around $3M per year.

Our Case Studies give a good representation of substantial return on investment in four of
the five categories. Case Studies 2,3,4, and 5 have substantial return of investments with
savings of $37.6 M/case study duration, $0.91W5years, $1.2 lM one-time savings, and
$0.51Wyear, respectively. For Case Study 1, the return on investment between the open
burn and resale was not explicitly defined by the site, but facility personnel estimated that
it would significantly increase operations cost. The initial evaluation shows they have no
significant difference in costs, but resale does offer a substitution of processes if
compliance concerning emission standards becomes an issue.
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Environmental Protection

Category Definition: Environmentalprotectionincludespotentialadverseimpactson
theabilityto performthecurrentandfuturemissionsof thefacility(twoseveritylevels).

Case Study 5 has some impact reduction in this category because of the reduction of
acids that have a potential migration path through sanitary sewer as a result of some
accident or potential release to the environment through a spill.

Thiscatego~ has negligibleimpacton CaseStudy2 (shieldingblockreuse),anda
slightlygreaterimpactfor CaseStudy3 (photochemistry)dueto accessiblereleaseor
migrationpathsto theenvironment.

In Case Studies 1 and 4, existing activity options have identifiable hazardous and mixed
waste materials generated as part of their processes, but have either relatively little
hazardous material, as in the case of open burn, or no direct migration or release
opportunity, as for the acid wash waste from the lead bricks inCase Study 4. Therefore,
there is negligible gain in this category.

●
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